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Huge forest fires in Portugal kill at least 60 | World ...
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/jun/18/portugal-more-than...
At least 60 people have been killed in huge forest fires in central Portugal, many dying in
their cars as they tried to flee the flames. Portugalâ€™s prime minister, António Costa,
described the blazes â€“ which have injured dozens more people â€“ as â€œthe greatest
tragedy we have seen in recent ...

Portugal Fires Kill More Than 60, Including Drivers ...
https://www.nytimes.com/.../portugal-pedrogao-grande-forest-fires.html
Jun 18, 2017 · MADRID â€” A raging forest fire in central Portugal this weekend killed
more than 60 people, including at least 30 motorists who were trapped in their cars when
the flames enveloped a stretch of road. The fire, which was still burning on Sunday
afternoon, has brought â€œa dimension of human tragedy ...

16 die in Portugal forest fires | Daily Mail Online
www.dailymail.co.uk/.../16-die-Portugal-forest-fires.html
Fire crews are still struggling to bring wildfires in the southern Algarve tourist region under
control today, officials have said. The death toll from two weeks of record blazes rose to
16 when a firefighter, who had been burned in a forest fire in central Portugal last week,
died of his injuries ...
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Portugal fire: Firefighters battle deadly blaze as ...
www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-40336622
Jun 20, 2017 · More than 1,000 firefighters are battling a forest fire in Portugal that has
claimed the lives at least 64 people and injured more than 130 since Saturday. Many of
the victims died after becoming trapped in cars as they tried to flee. Planes have been
used to drop water over the Pedrógão Grande ...

A massive forest fire in Portugal has killed at least 62 ...
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2017/06/18/a...
A forest fire that ignited on Saturday in central Portugal has now claimed 62 lives, the
Portuguese government said on Sunday, marking one of the worst disasters in the
country's recent history. "We don't have memory of such a human tragedy," said Prime
Minister António Costa to reporters. The ...
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Reeling from its deadliest forest fire, Portugal finds a ...
www.latimes.com/world/europe/la-fg-portugal-eucalyptus-fire...
The prime minister says dry lightning, amid a heat wave, was to blame for Portugal's
deadliest forest fire. But as its accomplice, environmentalists finger a villain: non-native
eucalyptus trees.

Northern Portugal declares forest fire emergency | â€¦
www.euronews.com › News › World
Thousands of firefighters are deployed as forecasters say the risk for the north of the
country until Wednesday is "very high" or at its "maximum".

Madeira wildfires: Three dead as flames reach Funchal ...
www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-37030217
Three people have died as wildfires raged in the city of Funchal, on the Portuguese island
of Madeira. All three are said to have been elderly people whose homes caught fire. A
thousand people have evacuated from homes and hotels. Fires have also been blazing on
the mainland and there are reports of ...

Portugal Archives - Wildfire Today
wildfiretoday.com/tag/portugal
Satellite photo of smoke created by a fire in Portugal, July 26, 2017. The red dots
represent heat. Click to enlarge.

Deadly Wildfires on Portuguese Island of Madeira Reach
â€¦
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/08/12/world/europe/portugal-fires...
Aug 12, 2016 · The biggest fire rapidly encroached on the residential outskirts of Funchal,
home to about 110,000 people, and there were nearly 200 â€¦

Fires in Portugal : Image of the Day
https://www.earthobservatory.nasa.gov/IOTD/view.php?id=5736
While Portugal faces its worst drought in 60 years, more than 3,000 firefighters struggle
to contain almost 20 fires ravaging the countryside.

Massive Fires Rage in Portugal and Madeira Islands
https://www.nbcnews.com/slideshow/massive-fires-rage-portugal-n627261
Thousands of firefighters are struggling to control dozens of wildfires in Portugal, raging
amid a summer heat wave across the country.
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Huge forest fire kills
dozens in central Portugal

YouTube · 6/18/2017 ·
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Dozens dead as fires tear
through Portugal

CNN · 6/19/2017
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Deadly forest fires sweep
across Portugal and

YouTube · 10/16/2017 ·
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